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PRESIDENT ANNOUNCES CORNELL ENGINEER OUTING CLUB GROUP PANHELLENIC COUNCIL
HOVEY SCHOLARSHIPS WILL BE SPEAKER MAKES SUCCESS OF SPONSORS EXHIBITION
FOR THREE TECH MEN AT NEXT ASSEMBLY WASHINGTON CLIMB
OF MODERN PAINTERS
Seniors and Junior
Get Fifty Dollar
Awards
WERE HONOR MEN
$5900 Fund Was Created
As Memorial to
F. J. Hovey
Willis G. Pratt, of Hinckley, Lawrence
Tehhets, of Auburn, and Harland F.
IThcrs,en. of Gray, all students in the
Technology. University of
I.:ice been awarded the Hovey MeSchielarships, according to an anq:1•c-cment by President Arthur A.
ihac's. These scholarships have a value
$.7.0 each and are applicable for the
•n.-t•t.t •emester. A similar number will
:111mled later for the spring term.
l'r;dt, a senior, majoring in Civil Engiis a graduate of Good Will High
At the University he has been
:ti crof the rifle team and is active
.1 the ci% il engineering club. Tehlw.
scnior majoring in Mechanica,
gincering, is a graduate of Edward
li!gh School, Auburn. McPherson,
j•ali..r. majoring in Electrical Engiis a graduate of Pennell Institute.
rac.
attainment, character and
zeneral ;,r,quise are the chief factors which
ri:iIht• 1,a.is of award for these scholt7.11,,s. 'FIc dean and heads of the tierI:' -' I the College of Techtiole egy
.Hiditute the committee on awards. Their
i- subject to the approval of the
I re.:,! :!t ,,f the University.
%ey Memorial Scholarships were
The 11,
at Maine in 1932 in memeiry
J. Ilovey, for many years as,
Stone & Webster CorporaAs a tribute to Mr. Hoheld in high esteem by his
fellow-workers and the
''created in 1931 the Memorial
Hind arn-uliting to fifty-nine hundred did!Ars rerlictuate his memory. This fund
to the University the following
car. Six scholarships of $50 each are
is'vu as anled each year; three in the
• in the spring semester.

GALEN EATON NAMED
AS U.S.M.A. CANDIDATE
Former Student Was Honor Man
In Tech College and

Good Athlete
1,11 Eaton, a former member of the
r.f 1,136, has been nominated as prin•r :4;iiointment to the United States
',r Academy as a result of recent
niputitivc examinations in this state.
Eaton graduated from Stimington High
and then attended Northeastern
1.,1%-erdty for one year before transferMaine. Ile was enrolled here in
J!ege of Technology and was a con'Can'S List man. Altlxiugh he was
'
•!..•'1,. because of the transfer rifle, he
interest in track, specializing in
H:h jump and pole vault. He made
i;lional showings in the freshman• ni,
re meet, the Christmas Ilandicap.
Intramural meet. He was pledged
Mit Delta fraternity.
MANY CO-EDS PRESENT
AT MEETING TO FORM
RIFLE CLUB AGAIN
...11 co-eds were present at the
' P.ieting for all women interested in
r7. in the sun parlor of Balefffine Ilall
'lay, January 8. Betty Jordan, a lead,' f the Women's Rifle Team last year,
the group and discussed the
; ••' 'rty of a women's rifle team this
a sufficient number were inter-

next meeting will be announced in
- future. All those interested are
attend.
PRESIDENT HAUCK WILL

TALK AT BANGOR FORUM
i'Ti'sident Arthur A. Hauck will be the
it the next Bangor Community
• Mch will be held in the Y.W.C.A.
1.1 Bangor Tuesday evening, Feb:2. Dr. Hauck's talk will be on
F.ir Eastern Situation, China. Japan.
.1,cuck acted as chairman of the
sriate Forum held in Bangor
I air Maine colleges participatiog
••,her.

Don Stewart in Charge
Of New Music Programs
Wtxhiesday aftermion at 4:15 in 17
North Stevens the first if a new series
of concerts of recorded music was heard
hy an appreciative audience. Music in
the traditional and classic manner was
represented by a Toccata and Fugue by
Bach and the Oberon Overture of von
Weber; the more modern and impressionistic styles had a hearing through
the medium of Honegger's study of a
great locomotive in action, Pacific 231,
the Caucasian Sketches of IppolitovIvanov, and Ravel's Mother Goose.
These concerts will be held at 4:15 in
the Music Room, 17 North Stevens unless other times are published. The programs are to be made up 44 requests,
which are solicited from students and
faculty. Don Stewart is in charge of
the concerts. Notices of these music box
concerts will be posted on the university
bulletin board.

To Discuss Proposals
For Solution of
Depression
Dean Dexter S. Kimball, of the College of Engineering, Cornell University,
will be the speaker at the Assembly which
will be held Friday morning, January 11,
at 9:30, in the Memorial Gymnasium. His
subject will be "Profits and Panaceas"
and will be a discussion of the various
proposals that have been made for solving the problems of the depression.
Dean Kimball is an internationally recognized authority on industrial and economic problems. He is a member of the
national committee for the study of this
subject and has devoted a great amount
of his time to this work. His address is
expected to be informative and most interesting.
Dean Olin S. Lutes, of the School of
Education, and Dean Paul Choke, of the
College of Technology, will be in charge
of the ass,•Tn1,7y.

Faculty in Arts College Is Active
During Christmas Recess Period
Who? The faculty of Arts and Sciemc, \\ hat? Activities id thc:r private
lives! When? During the Christmas holidays! Where? In the United States
primarily! Why? For the enhancement of the intellect, we hope.
The following information was collected by James Moreland, instructor in the
English department. It is interesting, however, from the student's viewpoint, for
rarely does he have the opportunity to discover the who, what, when, where, and why
of the faculty during vacation.
In the English department, Miss Ruth
Crosby, assistant professor, attended .

Well Equipped Hikers
Had Exciting
Descent

1934-1935

1934 IAA% i. lin
.gy: New Yelit'S
Day
unceemfccrtably warm. Guarantee of
The Maine Outing Club took its place
Morgenthau treasury
with the leading college outing clubs in bank deposits.
head.
Congress
opens
under Twentieth
the East this year, by sending a well
equipped group to climb Mount Washing- Amendment. President's Budget Address.
Graft charges in CW.A. Sidewalks slipton.
pery. French Stavisky scandal. Rioting
Led by Bob Ohler, "Pack and Pine"
in Paris. Doumergle in. 1)aladier out.
member, the party used the A.M.C. huts
Air-mail crashes. Torii& Prison conat Pinkham Notch for the first night's
troversy. King Albert's death plunge.
shelter. The next morning they started
Twenty below. Thirty below. Forty bethe trek up. packing food for two days
low. Heavy snows. Sea Monsters. Kathand camping duffle.
erine C7ornell's tour. Drunken driving.
The first part of the trip, up the Old Antarctica tractors.
Jackson Road to the Carriage Road. was,
Filipino Freedom Bill, Wirt. Treaty
probably, the hardest part of the climb.
navy.
. CWA cads. ERA begins. PWA
After the Carriage Road was reached the
red tape. Sea serpents. Dillinger seen in
going was comparatively easy. FortuBangor, Tampa. Galveston, Oshkosh,
nately, a better or clearer day could not
Butte, Los Angeles, simultaneously. Liqhave been asked for. The surrounding,
uor problems. Stock Exchange regulasnow-covered peaks. Wildcat, Madison,
tions. Drtniken dris iimg. 1)rought in
the Adams', etc., with the snow shining
\Vest. Finland pays. Nobody else does.
on them were a sight that cannot be
Norma Millen.
equaled. After passing the Ilalfway
:Millen-Faber convicticens. Ickes carries
House, where lunch was eaten, places
away
coals from Newcastle. Hitler "blood
blown clear by the wind alternated with
purge." Movies cleaned lin surface.
drifts five to 20 feet deep.
Roosevelt vacation. San Francisco strike.
At the top the party used Camden CotDillinger rubbed out. Farley's fake surtage for shelter and had the unusual explus. Dollfuss slain. NRA weakening.
perience cef melting "snow feathers" for
Ruth weakened. Hindenburg dead. Hitwater. The men at the observatory on
ler elects himself. Russia enters League.
top were very hospitable and explained
EPIC Sinclair. Textile strikes. Morro
the use of many of the instruments they
Castle. Rainbow trims Erideavour. Arms
use for taking observations. During the
investigation farces.
night a blizzard developed which providIlauptmatin arrested. Dizzy Deans win
ed a rather exciting descent.
World Series. Drunken driving. AlexanIt is hoped the Outing Club will make
der and Barthou slain. World is war cona practice of climbing a major New Engscious. Gambling craze. Horses, horses,
land peak every winter.
horses. Gertrude Stein returns to America, into America, basic to America. Gertrude is speaking, speaking, speaking.
Hallowe'en hoodlumistn. Rise of Richberg.
Elections.
Democrats sweep.
Therefore Borah becomes a raging Re•
Article Deals with Abnormal publican. Auto Fatalities. Japan scraps
everythitar. Happy New Year. - -B.E.M.
Eyesight of College

PEACE SPEECHES TO
BE GIVEN HERE SOON LOCAL PSYCHOLOGIST
Martha J. Gibson, instructor, did reWRITES VISION STUDY
search work in the English language as Many Students Are Entered in

meeting of the Modern Language Associati4m of America in Philadelphia. Miss

it was used in the American colonial period. She also attended a meeting of
Modern Language Association and of
the Linguistic Society of America, both
at Philadelphia. Professor Milton Ellis did research work at Cambridge and
Boston, attended the meeting of the Modern Language Association of America at
Swarthmore, and
and
Philadelphia
worked on his book, "College Anthology
of American Literature." Associate Professor George W. Small also attended
the meeting of the Modern Language As-iciation. In addition he worked on his
hook, "The Mood of Inequality in English," which is the third volume of a series
he is writing on Historical English Grammar. Instructor Arthur E. Jensen studied at Widener Library, Harvard, and did
research work in Literary Antiquarianism in the eighteenth century. Instructor
Robert B. Heilman was also at the Widener Library doing research work on the
influence of the American Revolution on
the English novel.
In the department of Romance Languages, Assistant Professor Marion
Buzzell spent the greater part of her
time preparing a talk on Alphone Daudet,
the French Dickens, which she will give
before the Dickens Fellowship in January. Professor F. J. Kueny did research
work on the activities and writings of the
French Jesuit, Anthony K4thlmann, in
New York and Baltimore. Ile also attended the meeting l.f the M4xlern Language Association. Assceciate Professor
George B. Fundenburg attended the Modern Language Association meeting.
Miss Wilson of the Department of History and Government, attended the meetings of the American Historical Association at Washington. She also spent much
time in research in the Library of Congress. Instructor R. I.. Morrow did research work in the Department of State.
Washington, D. C. Associate Professor
Albert A. Whitmore attended the meeting of the American Historical Association. Assistant Professor R. G. Wood
also attended the meeting.
In the department of Economics and
Sociology, Instructor Henry G. Stetter
attended meetings of the American Sociological Society and the American Economics Association in Chicago. Assistant
Professor John If. Magee attended a
conference of the Federal Housing Administration Officials in Boston, and
worked on his book. "Insurance l'rinciples and Practices." Assistant Profesarticle
sor F. E. Nfelder worked on an
Barriers
"Interstate
of
subject
on the
article.
Protecting Local Producers." This
submit
to
intends
Melder
Prof.
which
publications, conto one of the economics
activities of
sists of a study of the legal
in their atgovernments
local
state and

Annual Oratory
Contest
Maine's representatives for the state intercollegiate peace contest will be selected
in a local contest to be held at the 1.ittle
Theatre on February 21, at 7:30 o'clock.
which will be open to the public. The
winning speakers will be selected by outside judges.
Those who have thus far indicated their
desire to participate in the contest, which
is being conducted under the direction of
Mr. Bricker, are: Sargent Russell, Allan
D. Duff. Jr., Orin S. Bradbury. Fred S.
Judkins. Wendell S. Hadlock, Elwood D.
Bryant, A. Hamilton Boothby, Chester
Smith, David S. Brown, George Hitchings, and Lawrence Severy.

tempts to give the local agriculturists.
manufacturers, and laborers a favored t)osition in supplying local markets.
In the Public Speaking department
Professor Mark Bailey attended most of
the important New York theatrical productions. Instructor Herschel Bricker
worked on his book "Our Theatre Today," which, when completed, is expected to be the last word on play production. Instructor D. W. Morris attended
the National Convention of the National
Association of Teachers of Speech, at
New Orleans, 1.a. Mr. Morris read a
paper, .The IntercoLlegiate Forum."
Assistant Professor A. C. Andrews of
the Classics Department worked on the
revision of the State Latin Syllabus and
attended the meeting of the Linguistic
Society of America in Philadelphia.
Professor Robert R. Drummond of the
German Department, attended the meeting of the ,Modern Language Association in Philadelphia. He has also recently completed some translation for the
Hancock County Court at Ellsworth in
connection with a case in which there
are heirs in Germany. Assistant Professor John F. Klein studied new German
books at the Deutsches Haus of Columbia University, where there is a constant
exhibition of the most recent German
publications. He also attended the meeting of the Modern Language Association
and of the American Association of
Teachers of German. Dr. Kenneth Miles,
instructor, studied recent German hooks
in New York libraries and attended the
Modern Language Association and Linguistic Society meetings.
Every two weeks since October 4, Professor Edward F. Dow of the department of history and government, has been
giving a talk to the Pi Omicron study
group in the Bangor Library on some
phase of the Roosevelt administrati.m.Oii
(Continued on Page Foie)

Student
Dr. D. M. Purdy, assistant professor
the department of psychidogy in the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences of the University of Maine, had an article in the last
issue of The Journal of General Psyehology, on "Deathly" Moue ecular Diplopia."
The article deals with the case of a
college student having a rare peculiarity
of vision, involving an abnormal relationship between the eyes and the brain. In
the normal process of vision, nerve impulses travel from each point in the retina
ye-layer at the back of
:
(the sensitive net
the eye) to one place in the visual center
of the brain.
In the case of the subject studied by
Dr. Purdy. each point of the retina sends
impulses to two places in the brain. This
means that the student has double vision
in each eye. a condition that developed in
early life, by reason of a defect in the
muscular cooperation of the two eyes.
According to Dr. Purdy the study of
such cases helps t inc tea'e "Ur understanding of the pnecesse• insolsed in normal seeing.

INTERNATIONALISTS IN
FIRST REGULAR SESSION
YESTERDAY AFTERNOON
The first regular meeting of the newly
organized ititertiatiamal relations group
was held in Balentine sun parlor On
Wednesday aftenioon at 4.15. Elizabeth
Gifford. chairman of the meeting, presented Miss E. Faye NVilson, who gave
a short summary id the Fmropean situation. Following Miss Wilson's talk, a
question period was led by Mildred Sawyer, Louise Steeves. Lucinda Ripley, Susan Frost, and Cathryn lloctor who had
made special preparation on topics of international interest, including the Saar
situation. the Mexican situation, and the
Balkan situation.

AGGIE STUDENTS ARE
INITIATED INTO HONOR
FRAT. AT MEETING
Norton Keene '36, Buckfield; John
Dewitt '35, Sherman Mills; and Joel
Marsh '35. Scarsdale, N. Y., were initiated into Alpha Zeta, hemorary agricultural fraternity, Tuesday night, Dec. 11,
at 7:30, in Winslow Hall.
These men were elected for scholarship
and qualities of leadership. They were
pledged at a joint meeting of alumni
members with the active chapter. Keene
and Dewitt are majoring in Dairy Husbandry. Marsh is majc ring in EntonnelWY.

FOREIGN FILM "POWER"
WILL BE SHOWN SOON
•
Is Based on Feuchtwanger Novel;
Will Be Shown at Strand
Twice January 24
ln the meeting of the fatuity of the College of Arts and Sciences on Monday afternixm, Professor Richard Wesx1, chairntatt of the committee on foreign films,
announced that the first picture of this
nature to be shown at the local theatre
this year will Ice "Power," produced by
Gatmiont British, and based on the novel
by tile Sallie name %%Titter] by Lion Feuchtwanger.
The picture deals with the rise and fall
of Josef "Suss" Oppenheimer, a sensitive
and ambitious Jew born and raised in the
Ghetto of Wurttemberg, where he became the real power behind the ducal
throne, and the greatest money power in
that section of Europe. The course of
advancement is tiot obstructed until his
daughter meets her death fleeing from the
advances of the Duke. At this point the
Jew Suss wrecks himself in destroying
the man who had destroyed the only thing
in life he really loved. The picture will
be sliiiWII ill the aftertioim and twice in
the evening of Thursday. January 24.
OIL COMPANY GIVES
NEW DISPLAY RACK TQ
CHEMISTRY DEPT. HERE
During the(hristmas Recess the department of chemistry and chemical engineering in the College of Technology.
received a display rack showing a typical
refining process for Pennsylvania grade
crude oil, the gift of the Pennsylvania
Grade Crude Oil Association of Oil City,
Pa. This gift will become a permanent
part of the University's displays depicting
various industrial processes. The exhibit
includes small bottles containing samples
of petroleum products from the raw crude
to finished nicete-r oil, gaseiine, kerosene,
and wax. A sketch of a refinery flow
chart indicates the various points in the
process at which the respective products
are removed.

NOTICE
There will be several opportunities for
students wino can play musical instruments
and for student orchestras to make trips
abroad this coming summer aboard transatlantic liners as musicians. Anyone interested please get in touch with Professor Adelbert Sprague at 15 Stevens !fall.

•
Twenty-five Pictures
Are Displayed
In M.C.A.
18 ARTISTS SHOWN
Local Sororities Unite in
Financing Novel
Project
By Ruth Goodwin
Canipas Staff Retorter
Representative works of 18 modern artists have been on exhibition at the reading room of the M.C.A. building from
Sunday, January 6, to Wednesday, January 9, under the auspices of the Panhellenic Council.
Pictures were chosen that would trace
briefly the development of Impressionism,
from Mallet, its originator, threetigh the
tempering effects of Renoir and Seurat,
touching the work of Cezaime which laid
the foundations for Post-Impressionism.
to abstractions of natural forms painted
by the cubist school.
Manet, the first of the Impressionists,
was represented by "The Boat."
Monet was a leader in a group following Mallet, that was much concerned
with the representatiiin of outdoor illumination, light and shadow, and the reproduction of nature rather than the creation
of design. "Argenteuil" pictures bright
daylight on a scene of water, boats, buildings, and sky. "Doges Palace" is a picture of light coming from a building and
shining on water, executed in dabs of
color.
Typically impressionistic is "Canal of
Loring." by Sisley, with its delicate color
and softened contours.
Degas aspired to catch nature and
people as if in a snapshot, capturing motion and light. "The Dancer," poised
for a moment, is characteristic of Degas,
for tie painted many pictures of this type.
In "Jockeys in Training" Degas represented movement through line, arranging
race horses and their riders against a
Ackground.
RCI1Oir SI night to temper Impressiimisni
Mid his pictures shi.w a more delicate
brushwork, more clarity, and richness of
color. "Le Moulin de la Galette" portrays niiddle-class people enjoying themselves and is beautiful for its flowing line
and color and representation I if many
figures. "Ile eucluet of Flowers" is executed in glowing colors.
Seurat, seeking to restore to art classical form, developed the technique of the
Pointillists, who applied paint in tiny
clots, rather than in the Impressiemist
dabs and splotches, lie reduced painting
to a science, experimenting endlessly
with color. "Models" is an interesting
example of his art. Incorporated in it is
part of another Seurat {tainting, "La
Grande Jatte," and the arrangement of
the figures shows the artist's care.
Another example of Pointillism is
Cross's "Sail Boats," that on close examination looks like a heap of confetti,
being painted in larger dots than those
of Seurat, but fre cm a distance the dots
form sail Is cats on moving waves.
Four pictures by Van Gogh were
shown. N'an Gogh adapted form, color,
and brush strokes to suit his violent emotional needs, and there results an unusual.
liquid technique. The vigorous swirling
strokes of "Cypresses" produce a fresh,
rugged effect, while the earthy peasants
of "Return from the Field," in subdued,
tapestry-like tones, are restful.
"Arearea," with figures and color used
to form a pattern, is typical of Gauguin's
Tahitian paintings. Gauguin began as an
Impressionist, but forsook the dabs awl
bits of pigment for bold application of
vivid colors, always concentrating on decorative quality.
Cezanne laid the foundations for Postimpressionism, seeking to achieve $olidity, volume, and depth through the use
(if color rather than mere line and perspective. "Boy with Red Vest" and
"Landscape" were sinewn.
"Deer in Forest," by Marc, a German,
is painted in unnatural odors. lint achieves
contrast and rhythmic flow through line.
"The Toll Gate," by R..l1S5Vall, ii a
child-like, simple painting, emphasizing
design rather than correct drawing. L'trillo is famous as a painter of streets; his
"Village Street" empleeys simplified
architectural forms, but has natural perspective and interest in different portions.
The remainder of the picture tended
toward the extreme. Picasso's "Still
Life" shows a return to definite form,
(Continued on Page Pone)
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the class are penalized 10 points for the
same offense. This implies the doctrine
of "All men not being created equal."
We are familiar with the type who
Published Thursdays daring the college year
By Martin Scrivener
by the students el the Unaversity of Maims. must have his "Normal Curve" at any
the Gates. a play in four acts
Irithin
price. Woe to the student whose paper
Editer.tn..Ctitel- Burton E. Mulles. 16 happens to he (in the bottom of the "C" by Sean O'Casey, is now- finishing a long.
Associate Editor _____Cystnia B. WAWA%
Liston P. Ingalls.'X group, and the prof does not have eniiugh thinigh I suspect, rather unprofitable, run
Mana‘ing Editor
Asst. Mg. Editor _ . Ernest Saunders. '34 cases with bow ranks to make his exam- in New York. and it would seem to be a
ination appear letter perfect. The "C" rather important play for review.
DEPARTMENT EDITORS
1 think we ought to consider that Sean
iVs Oita Rowlands, '37 is ruthlessly converted into a "D" with'Elizabeth Gifford, '36 out the slightest quiver of an eyelash.
Copy Editors
O'Casey has just begun to be educated.
'36
Ames 0.
Men's :Se w
Hay.'36
Unfortunately a certain type if teacher The habits of hi. mind were fornied long
W omen's News .Elizabeth Philbrook
Higgins, '36
Asst. News L'Aiter----Ralph
has
a hobby of expressing his questions in agli. His seInoiling, I believe. ended in
'36
Levenson
Roger
Sports.E. Eliassou: '36 a purely personal manner and will not the elementary grades, and just now when
Nxiety
clarify it if requested to do so. Why, he happens to read something which is
REPORTERS
who would dare venture to say that there in any sense
his knees go out
Good- was the slightest degree of ambiguity in from under him and lie goes skidding
K. Stanford Blake. Ilan Pitch. RuthSewall.
win, Margaret Harriman, MargaretStillman.
the statements, and that comprehensiiin about writing things like Within HuJane Sullivan. Bettina Sullivan, Jane
in reading, and not his particular subject t:arcs.
was being tested.
CUB REPORTERS
In the first place, the play cnncerns a
l'etheretse
ciirr earol)n
Some feel that a book must be cinsi- park in four seasinis. in which twist of
t harlotte 1,11V11,, T. E.
Ruth
iluillt1S1 Stagg, Bernice {Acted within a definite period of time. the characters are symbolic--of fertility.
10411UL.
Of course the greater the number of tilt- young primstititte; if decayed England.
books covered, the more proficient the the Mother. etc. What I have to critiDEPARTMENT
BUSINESS
teacher- -what? Well might he ponder cize is the fact that the symbols do not
Philip P. Snow, '34
Neatness Manager
Advertising Manager James W. Haggett, '311 upon Christi.pher Benson's quotatiiin. remain constant. At one moment. the
tieorge A. Clarke, 'A From a Cidlege Window : "In education owither is the spirit of Old England; at
Circulation Manager
it matters more which way imne's face is the next. she is the typical society nagAddress all business correspondence to the
ger. The Bishop is at idle time the SttBusiness Manager; all other correspondence set than how fast he proceeds!"
perficial t-liiirtht
to the Editor-in-Chiefat the' next, the kind
department
The
heads
sometimes
try
Entered as second-class matter at the postOrono, Maine.
us. We wangler what it is all alaiut and and actually !limiest church.
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
in endeavoring ti m fit* out are put off by
Which are we to take,
O'Casey?
Printed at the University Press,
Orono, Marne.
a pretense of t/LIsHICSS awl lack of time We ri(o it i sit you would gim 'iii one standC.
A.
floor
M.
of
the
third
the
Office on
Ii r present discussion, but the absidute ard, either gibl or silver, so that we
Building, Tel. Extension 51
assurance that the prof will be only tisi cuiuld do business with you.
delighted to discuss our problems in the
future. Naturally if a student gets into
"What I should like," said Lucien,
Motes and Beams
difficulty with the head of a department. "would be to tell the story-ni m. not
The correspondence columns of he is destined to perdition as there is Illo
of a In it, but id a place-well, for
the Campus contain this week a let- possible chance of appeal to a higher
instance, of a garden path, like thister from a student, and a particular- court.
just tell what happens ill it from
morning till evening. First of all,
The Illailmity if poifessors urge stuly mature minded student, whit takes
C4,11Ie the children's Hurses mid the
as a subject Irniversity professors. dents to strive to attain the Dean's List,
,hildreis, and the babies' nurses with
and after that coVrted psisitl•ill is WO!,
"I he student has wine t41 considerribtaais in their caps
No. mi...first
others declare that it is an evil thing and
:dile pains to set fiwth clear and ac- merely acts as a prop for desired egutis"f all. Pe"Ple WIl'o are !trey till over
curate portrayals of the many types Heal retaignitinn.
aiuul inaless and se.rless, and who
came to Slefej, the path and Wilier
of professors %%Inch are to be II nind
Here is the self-stykal pedagogne who
Ili grass, and change the flowers-meatus well, paw thing. Upinm first acon any cidlege campus.
in fact, to 5c1 the stage and get ready
quaintance
regard
we
him
indifferently
The letter is well worth reading.
time scenery before the opening id the
and decide that he will be as dry as the
iii itsi,much for stuflents themselves.
gates. D'yott see? Then the nurses
proverbial sawdust. Hiiwever. he octi me in... he kids make mud-pies
for the majority of them are at least casionally drops a few worth-while gems
arid squabble; the nurses smack them.
dimly aware of the characteristics of and after a personal confereiwe we are
Then the little boys come out (4
Ii
to
admit
rced
kniiws
certainly
that
he
the instruct,irs whom they
durschool;
then there are the murkhis
material.
Nevertheless
knowing a
ing the course of the collegiate edugirls; then the pair people who eat
thing does not guarantee the successful
cation, hut for any and all profes- imparting of
their scrap upon a bench, and later
it to others. We finally
sors here who HMI; Mil Teallie just class him Os 0 good old scout, with a
Other, 0/t4
la' ple COW ti, Meet
others avoid each other. aiitl imthers
hiiw their actions and nu-014;41s are sense of humor :mil the ;attributes of a
gob by themselves- -dreg Pliers. And
interpreted by serious minilei1 stu- gentleman, but feel siorry that he cannot
then when the band plays and the
devote his days to private study and redents.
shops close, there's the crosonl...Stusearch. Wherein his services W4,1441 reap
dents. like us; in the evening, lovers
far better results than in the classrimian.
who embrace. And at the ei icl. when
Finally there is the A #1 proi who retlie day is over, there's an old couple
gards his work seriously, prepares his
...Anil suddenly the dram
subject far in advance of class time, antic(losing time. Everyone wit's off. The
questions
:pates
and
is
ready
with
satiserne corre,pondenre raisins. of The Campus
play is Cii(14.11. I ). y011 uuitlerstaumtl?
•re open to toe public on pertinent subjects, factory answers, keeps up with the trend
ant letters are welcomed. All letters should
Something
which gitvs the impresevents,
(if
endeavors
to give his students
be signed with the author's real name, but a
sion of the end of everything-of
pen name rill be used in publication of the worthwhile inbirmation, enlightening it
letter if desired. The Ideas inatezt in these
death-- -.. _hut without mentioning
columns are not necessarily those of The Cam- :it every turn by illustrated and purp msepus and should not he so considered. The mil
death, III cu air Se.•.
tor reserve, the right to withhold asy letter fill material- prepared outside of classOr a part el asy letter.)
willing to accept an occasional excuse,
Strange as it may sewn) to one who has
other than that of illness, is sympathetic
T4 hit' Mitur
and willing to acknowledge Ins fallibility, read the play. the alsive quotation is not
Dear Sir:
anil is thoroughly human- a person in Mr. Oa'asey's pritspeettls for 11.1/hin the
Hats off! the pri 11, are ci itilitig iii Oil whom yi.0 may confide and feel that your Gofer. hut a paragraph from a novel by
the street.
confidence will nut be betrayed. This Andre Gide called The Counterfeiters.
Nfuch is being heard from all Sides tyill! 4,f teacher is in the miwirity in every Allti ill the greatest humbleness I should
I'glay reeariling the Its itY
y/.litil. Pr°. institution, but he is the sort 4if pers,in like to im,,int out the parallels here with
the play.
ies.ors hianoan the fact that a very small we should like to have in every class.
percentage of Sttident• un ci.lieges are
If professors would indulge in a little
There seems to be a similarity between
(Linn; first-class vvimrk. Tlwy declare that introspectiim they might discover that all the characters iii Cmiale's paragraph and
the majiw aim of twist persons ill schoimls fault is not with the student. %Vhy can't those in Mn. ()'Casey's play. For inti slay is the desire to have a gmaid time. more teachers be human? We desire to stance. the children's nurses of which
They declare that we lack fiiresight, are chat with them, discuss our plans awl so mush is made in the drama, are menimattemitive. and do iii it kimimw hi mw ti, aitibitions and seek their counsel. but the tinned (nur times in the paragraph. The
study. Can the many disparaging re- vast majority i if them erect a cimilventhinal ii itsii- and mut s, in their chorus. Are "grey
marks that issue from the mouths iii iii- fence through which we dare not enter. all over." The attendants who trini the
struet,irs be entirely merited by the maI.
flowers are "ageless and sexless...and
jority of students?
1.4,11le t.i sweep the path and water the
I.et us ciaisider a few iii the 4'44‘1141•Iii SEMINARY PROFESSOR
grass, and change the flowers" just as
types imf pods foimil (mil any larec.si/ed
TO BE VESPER SPEAKER they are in sGide. The hand plays as it
campus today. First there is \I r. I. NI.
doe. in tiiile. The very technical device
I
Smug ii ho !alto about eierything wider
of the drum-beats which is fiaind in the
land.
of
the
Yale
who
Schoid,
Divinity
the suit until the first 14'11 chimes merparagraph is used in the play, and here.
was to have given the address at Vespers
rily, uhereniain he proceeds lir
too, it signifies death- -the end of eserynext Sunday. will be unable to attend.
ihe assignment of the (lay.
I !ell
thing. i 11;ide, "... and stable:11s- the
111t. tat I that many in the Cid,. lids.; Work This part (4 the service will he taken by drum licat•...the play is ended ...1)o you
Ilan understand
to perli,rill during the main fett'•, lii- Professor Charles G. Cumeee i ee
?... Something which gives the
r.intilI on. a14(1 if 4,11C student more fear- gime Seminary. w 1111 will disussthe re. impressiial of the end 44 everything elements
ligiimus
in Mary Ellen l'hase's (4
!es. than the rest - fearing lest his ilia
ileath." Even the gates are there.
recent t b,vel. -M ary Peters.•..L'T IA111 base 1,, fir postponed 111101 SupIt is quite all right for a writer to use
are
sers:ices
held
These
e:14,11 SI11141.1% 1/1
'tt tut less
bestirs himself immediatepublic the idea of another, such as Mr. O'Casey
the Little Theatre at 4.15.
- begins didIllitift his ci'at. the tinfeelapparently has done. but it dives seem
.iig pr if rewards him with a malicious
the wh.le thing is an imbescowl. the pimp ,rt if which spells disaster
liev.ible coincidence, he should have chosFellowship Church
tor time student's rank in the course.
en to acknowledge his indebtedness to
Then there is the tyrant prof. who is
Dr. Charles NI. Sharpe. minister of
rather than the acknowledgment
, inflated in the impressi,iii of his
Fellowship Church. i11111441IICes a serie• which he makes to O'Neill for the idea of
•teem. that lit' never loses an opp, nun - of Historical Sermons dealing with the
using a curtain to denote the opening
'ty 1 pouncing upon a timid simul and ;Wit- beginnings of lsrael's national life. and
and closing of the garden gates, all in all,
I- lug tcar• Wilell the person weeps centering about the great leader.. The- a
rather trivial and flimsey thing.
• :,•,,ii•!y he feels that at last the insub- sermons will he in story form. and it is; It v,, mid
seem, wu,tild it n„t that St-aut
,
i(1.1,:er it Rich has felt the whip 44 his hoped they may
prove to be of both per- ;
1, In;ly sound far fetched, but minal and social interest, even from the O'Casey had drawn upon the novel called
The (.1o:ref-fetters. but what he has giv.1'7,1t7l• are forced to change colpoint nf view of our OWIll modern pr.ib- en back !AVMs rather fawns. too.
:, s • ,u01-111: is radically wrong.
hems. The theme fir January 13 will he.
be a grave oversight to
't "A Royal Labor Leader."
• All italics ill qthaell paragraph are mine.
•
ihe beloved
"guiding
The choir will sing an anthem and a
an examinatimi ti. solo will be given by William J. (upp.
CHEMSTRY PROF. IN
dim. This we are as- baritone.
ARCHEOLOGY ADDRESS
more exact in reprialue
Students' Class for \len and Women
,• in later. Of ciorie at 11:30 a.m. under the leadership of
1V;Iliam I .
assistant profesthe text handy when I)ean Muilenburg.
sor of chemistry, spoke before a meeting
being fortified by
Ytaing Pe. plc's Cllth at the Manse ft 'mu of the Bangor Historical Society in Ban' 4 may go serenely
to $13 pm. Mr. Chas. Lester Smith. gor Tuesday eseninu. Jan. 1, in the pub6:31)
I
,ssity of carrying Principal of the High School, will he the lic library on Egyptian Archeology. Prof.
loz. This is spien- guest speaker.
Gilliland's informal talk was based an the
,
iigh. in case you
speaker's experiences in excavations of
Carol Stevens '37 had a houseparty at Egyptian depositories and in nmseum reNtS1
.slio deducts 25 her home in Bath over New Year's Eve. search) work. At the invitation of those
..• • 1.. r,
• paper becaust I Among the guests were: Madeleine Era- preW1,t at the meeting Prof. Gilliland will
sense than ; tier '37. John Murray '37, Jane Stillman R I% e a in;•re extensis-e talk on the subject
;
i• •
al.;le others in 1 '37, Bill Rowlands '37, and Gus Fay '37 :it the February meeting of the society.
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THEATRE TALK

...,41 the last in the volume, where he says tions all of which will be shown in Or
, "Leave your gardens, your singing feasts, no during the month of January. The
Your dreams of suns circling before our program offered for the week of Jan. 14.
sun,
includes some of the pictures that
The Bookworm is pleased to emhark
been chosen among the best 10 of the
Of
heaven
after
our
world."
on the New Year's journey by getting
year.
speaks
And
he
for
this
right up on the f,r-ard deck and looking
"THE GAY DIVORCEE", "COL"No man
as far ahead as possible. And in doing
LEGE RHYTHM." "LADY B y
so, two works. both characterized by a Shall hunger; Man shall spend equally." CHOICE." and "ANNE OF
GREEN
Max Eastman's An and the Life of
GABLES" are the pictures that will be
inialern outlook, claim his attention. One
Action is something quite different. When
presented during the week. After all
of these. 11,4711,f. by Stephen Spender,
I reached for this I said to myself,"Now
the work of an artist, and the other, Art here is the chance to find out whether Orono being a small community. the
,o,d the Life of Action, by Max Eastnian, art and the life of action can be recon- student body and faculty members should
is the work of a critic of artists and the ciled. Eastman has been writing rather feel grateful to know that right here iii
field of letters (which does riot mean to sane criticism for the past few years, and Orono they are able to see every picture
imply that Mr. Eastman is not an artist, what he has to say should be worth con- that is being shown in the metropolitan
for his translations from the Russian sidering." But as much as I dislike to, centers of the %amid. The Strand Theaand his own poems are rather well known. for Eastman is an old favorite of mine, I tre under Mr. Goldsmith's management
since it was built nearly fourteen year.
Both of these writers are united on must admit that there is not much here
ago, has rightfully earned an enviable
common ground, being interested in con- to help the struggling young literati
position in the theatre circles of New
temporary scenes and events in the fields thnaigh the 'world chaos.' Eastman reEngland for during these years every
of vilifies and government. They are plays his old theme, made so familiar in
worthwhile picture that has been prooccupied with the things which young "The Literary Mind" and "Artists in
duced has been shown here.
men are seeking. Today, it seems to be Uniform." He tells us again that it is
Mr. Goldsmith feels that a theatre is
accepted that the piling man is intensely the mission cmf the artist to give us a
interested in politics and sociology and heightened consciousness of life and qual- an absolute necessity in every community
economics. But much more than this, ity of experience, and that he achieves and the citizens should regard the theatre
where the "Lost Generation" after the this through arresting action. But as to as their own property and make continual
war were thinking, and running to the what, exactly the relation of the artist demands for better pictures. Public opinnearest Greenwich Village to hide in to the life of action shall be, Eastman ion on any matter has become a very
strong factor.
Bohemianism. the college generation at leaves us up in the air.
When asked about BLOC-BOOKING
presence
making
time
present
is
the
its
It might be appropriate to mention here
felt politically while in schisil, and is that another of the arts is to be given or BUYING, Mr. Goldsmith stated that
going out to make careers in national fuller expression. In order that this this system can be broken only when the
and state politics.
musical oasis be at least dropped with movie-going people of the country deAnd that is where Spender enters. , dew a series of concerts of recorded mand through their representatives that
Ile opens still further the field of poetry music will be played in 17 North Stevens. proper legislation be enacted to break up
to those who feel that art can lin& at The concerts will be held at any time this system of selling their product one
and discuss cimeval political, national. and the group meeting chooses, and they are year before being produced.
international affairs. He speaks to us id to consist of requests from the group.
NOTICE
the Reichstag fire, of hyper-nationalism, Faculty, students. and friends are enthe League of Nations. But there is not couraged to come.
Owing to the resignation of the
space here to enter into any detailed
present Campus sports editor, canOur local STRAND offers some excel- didates for the position are recriticism of Spender. I present here only
an argument for him based upon the ideas lent entertainment as shown by their pro- quested to report to the editor at
he expresses in such poems as "Van der gram. Manager A. I.. Goldsmith has 1:00 p.m. tomorrow at the Campus
Lubbe" and Numbers "26," "29," "38," selected some of the year's best pruduc- office in the M.C.A.
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Exactly 49 pennies
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Fall Semester 1934, Jan. 23, Feb.1-SCHEDULE OF EXAMINATIONS
NION.
1

MON,
2

Mos.
3

Mott.
4

Most.
5

MON.
6

MON.
7

Time of
Examination

lklost.
Jan. 28
8.00

WED.
Jan. 30
8.00

FRI.
Jan. 25
8.00

TUES.
Jan. 29
8.00

FRI.
Feb. 1
8.00

FRI.
Jan. 25
1.30

WF.D.
Jan. 30
1.30

Time of
Exercise

Tues.
1

TUES,
2

TUES.
3

TUES,
4

TUES.
5

TUES.
6

TUES.
7

Time of
Exercise

Moro.
8

TUES.
8

H
,RS.
TH'
Jan. 31
8.00

SAT.
Jan. 26
8.00

SAT.
Jan. 26
1.30

THURS.
Jan. 31
1.30

FRI.
Feb. 1
1.30

Fat
Feb. 1
1.30

WED.
1

WED.
2

WED.
3

wm.
4

WED.
5

WED.
6

WED.
7

Time of
Examination

NfoN.
Jan. 28
8.00

WED.
Jan. 30
8.00

FRI,
Jan. 25
8.00

TUES.
Jan, 29
8.00

Fit.
Feb. 1
1.30

Time of
Exercise

THURS.
1

TillItS.
2

THURS.
3

Times.
4

Ttluss.
5

Time of
Examination

Flu.
Feb. 1
1.30

Time of
Exercise

Time of
Exercise

Time of
Examination
Time of
Exercise

THURS.
6

THURS.
7

WED.
8

TIIURs.
8

SAT.
Jan. 26
8.00

FRI.
1

Fel.
2

FRI.
3

FRI,
4

FRI,
5

THURS.
Jan. 31
1.30

WED.
Jan. 30
8.00

FRI,
Jan. 25
8.00

WED.
Jan. 30
1.30

THURS,
Jan. 31
1.30

SAT.
1

SAT.
2

SAT.
3

SAT,
4

FRI.
6

FRI.
7

FRI.
8

WED.
Jan. 30
1.30

;;-lie G. NI ;ary, o
nut- urnu bile acci
.e...iary 2, in Herm°,
aliversity of Nlaine .
need to the Scabhar
1',1,1eral services tia
• father in Bango
fanuary 5.
Max Turner '35 a
, attended the N,
.,ha Zeta at Chicag
didays. They
r's automobile
,rth 34, accompanii
,-enrILT I if bacterii)111.
B. Theriau
, the bride of R
enn:ylvania, muui Chr
emir Ohio.
Mrs .Nuld is a gra
Maine and ha:
.ot two years a
Ruth Cope,
returned to he
Belyte W. Morris,
e department, s.
..rerisir Conference i
R the Christmas ho

Time of
Examination
Please report conflicts to the Registrar at once.
NOTE: By the Time of Exercise is meant the time of the first exercise of the week in any given course. For
exaniple: If a course is given Monday, 1Vednestlay and Friday at the third period, it is said to
be given Monday the
third period. Ity referring to Nlonday, third period, in the schedule, it will be seen
that the examination falls upon
Friday, Jan. 25, at 8.00.
Ilt 43
1
Ce
Ce 35
Ch I. 5
Ch 85
Fa 241
Ed tuS
Fe 13
Ee 15
Ee 17
Fe 35
Fe 35
Fe 75
Eh 1
Es lb
Es 9
Fen 81
Fr 53
Fr 63
Fr 73
lie 51
He 61
He 65
He 81
Gm 17
Hy 17
lly 53
11y 50
Ily 65
Ma 3
Me 21
Me 27
Me 55
Me 79
Me 81
Me 91
M e 03
Ms 61
Ph 43a
Pb 45
Ps 51
Ps 53
Psi 81
Lu

Frank Ritill '37 sr
vs if Christmas va
iereral Hospital at
evere concussion ut t
; aut;mohile acciden;
14. Rinn was re?

-

TUFS,
Jan. 29
1.30

Time of
Examination

PERS•

.5

Note the following changes front the above
Wisal Identificatiim
Sat.
Jan. 26
8:00
11 Coburn
R. R. Curves & Earth Mil irk
Tues, Jan. 29 0'
1 8:00
%Vitigate
hydraulics
Thurs. Jan. 31 (a) 8:00
14 Vsrmgate
1:sweat Chemistry
Nlim,
Jan, 28 6r/ 1:30 305 Aubert
Cellulose
Fri.
Feb. 1 6 8:00 137 Aubert
Practice Teaching
Fri.
Feb. 1
8:00
4 Stevens South
Educ, Measurements
Wed, Jan, 30
1:30
6 Stevens South
Elec. Testing
1Ved. Jan, 30
1:30
22
Lord
Elec. Circuits and Machinery
Tues. Jan. 29
1:30
22 Lord
Elec. Testing
Thurs. Jan. 31
8:00
23 Lord
D. C. Machinery, Div. 1. II
Mon.
Jan. 28
1:30
22 Lord
1). C. Machinery. Div. III, IV
Fri.
Feb. 1
8:00
22 Lord
Electrical Testing
Fri.
Feb. 1
1:30
23 Lord
Freshman Comp., Div. XVIII
Fri.
Feb. 1
8:00 270 Stevens
Prin. of Economics
Mon.
Jan. 28
1:30
30 Coburn
Accounting
Fri.
Feb. 1
1:30
32 Stevens South
Current Econ. Problems
Fri.
Jan. 25
1:30
32 Winslow
19th Century Novel
Thurs. Jan. 24
1:30
7 Stevens North
17th Century I.iterature
Thurs. Jan. 24
1:30
11 Stevens North
18th Century Literature
Wed.
Jan. 23
1:30
7 Stevens North
Adv. Clothing
Fri.
Feb. 1
800
32 Merrill
History of Costume
Sat.
Jan. 26
8:00
31
Merrill
Dietetics
Sat.
Jan. 26
1:30
16 Merrill
Institutional Management
Fri.
Jan. 25
8:00
14
Merrill
Ads'. Cony. & Comp.
Thurs. Jan. 24
1:
340 Stevens
History of England
Wed. Jan. 23
I:
275 Stevens
The French Resnflution
Wed. Jan. 23
1:30 370 Stevens
Social & Ind. fist. of England
Thurs. Jan. 24
1:30 165 Stevens
Latin-American History
1Ved.
Jan. 23
1:30
21 Stevens North
Des. Geometry. Div. 11, III
Fri.
Feb. I
8:00
33 Wingate
El. of Mech. Eng.
Sat.
Jan. 26
1:30
22 Lord
Kinematics
Fri.
Feb. I
8:00
19 Lord
Kinematics
Wed.
Jan, 30
8:00
22 Lord
Heat Engineering
Tues. Jan. 29
8:00
22 Lord
Steam Turbines
Fri.
Jan. 25
1.30
22 Lord
Heating & Ventilation
Fri.
Feb.
1
1:30
22 Lord
Gas Engines
Sat.
Jan. 26
8:0(1
22 Lord
History of Mathematics
Thurs. Jan. 24
1:30
215
Stevens
Platform Reading
Wed.
Jan. 23 4 1:30 305 Stevens
Adv. Public Speaking
Mon.
Jan.
28
8:00
275
Stevens
Mechanics & Heat
Thurs. Jan. 31
8:00
3 Fernald
Elec, Meas.
Fri.
Feb. 1
1:3(1
3
Mental Measurement
Fernald
Wed.
Ian. 23
1:30
39 Stevens North
Elem. Phys. & Hygiene
1Ved. )an. 30
1:30
30 Coburn
No changes can be made in this
schedule

a

(-men Roche '35 vis
the holidays.
li,,r;ally Frye '35 I
r himnme iii Ptirtlani
fI: the past wee
Ileistad '
"use after an absen
;;peratiini,
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r scveral days last
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ures that hair
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nembers should
t right here is
e every picture
te metropolitali
e Strand Thea's management
fourteen year.
%I an enviaLle
ircles of VAie years ex err
has been prore.
at a theatre is
community
;ard the theatre
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s. Public opinbecome a very

)C-BOOKING
nith stated that
only when the
hie country deesentatives that
ted to break up
eir product tic
ed.

nation of the
s editor, cantion are rethe editor at
t the Campus

TIONS
Mox

Tugs.
8

ourse. Fr
Monday the
falls upon

Women's News Page

Society And
ed Clowns Will Entertain at
Forty-nine Cent Frolic Saturday
and,
The circus is coming to town,
are
the
perYOU
seem.
may
it
-range as
liners!! This year's Penny Carnival,
is to be held Saturday night in
.
umni Hall under the auspices of the
v.A.A., is to take the form of a big top
irmance with all attending repreing some phase of circus life. Cospies must be worn by everybody, and,
will be awarded for the
s usual. prizes
funniest, or the most
t original, the
utiful. according to the judges' fancy.
can come as the man on the flying
rapeze, if you want to, or as an all-day
ucker. for that matter, just so you don't
richten the children.
Exactly 49 pennies, dribbled into the
W.A.A..
id 4 s,,ine fair member of the
for the
ringside
seat
a
to
you
entitle
LI
t, to be put on during intermission
d will also give you a chance to disKyay your dancing ability when Lew
action. Hot
's orchestra swings into
some time durim2
15 will be on sale at
;le evening.
Most important of all, watch for the
either
.at which will appear on campus
-.,day or Saturday, for it will hare sonic
1,irmation which will be very interestrz. Also watch for the handbills which
ill be circulated on campus the same day.
Ella Rowe is in complete charge. Chapis will be Professor and Mrs. HitchMr. and Mrs. Wallace, Miss Marion
. and Miss Lengyel.

PERSONALS
Frank Rinn '37 spent the first eleven
vs of Christmas vacation in the Maine
wreral Hospital at Portland due to a
vere concussion of the brain received in
- automobile accident tin Friday, Decem14. Rinn was released on Christmas

world explorer; Raymond II. Fogler,
Rho Rho, vice-president of Montgomery
Ward Company; M. H. Aylesworth, president of the National Broadcasting Cum-

U. OF MAINE FRATERNITIES

TO RETIRE?

Your Parents and Friends
Want to Know About

SIGMA CIII
The Sigma Chi fraternity, which at
present numbers 96 active chapters situated throughout the United States and
Canada, was founded at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, in 1855. The circumstances of the founding are peculiar in
that they represent the breaking-away
from Delta Kappa Epsilon of siic men, who
with a non-fraternity man originated Sigma Chi. That the ideals and resources
of these seven were not dreamlike stuff
is obvious when the influence of the present organization in the fraternity world
and the prominence of its alumni are considered.
That chapter of which all Sigma Chis
are most proud is the Constantine Chap-

ter, the most unique Greek-letter group
ever to be established. It was founded by
Harry St. John Dixon. while serving with
the Confederate Army in the Atlanta
campaign of 1864, for the purpose of perpetuating the fraternity in the South, regardless of the outcome of the War. In
spite of the difficulties of the situation,
two initiations were held, and the chapter
continued active until the army was disbanded.
Delta Rho, a local fraternity at the
University of Maine, became Rho Rho
Chapter of Sigma Chi in 1902. One of
the original founders. Benjamin Piatt
Runkle, conducted the first initiation.
The talents, which have gone into the
making of the present powerful organization, have also found expression in the
NOTICE
world of business, politics, and art. Among
outstanding alumni, Sigma Chi names:
its
All students interested in FERA work
Cleveland; George Ade, promiGrover
who are either working at present or who
would like to register for work must fill nent humorist; Roy Chapman Andrews,
out an application for the spring semester.
Despite newspaper stories to the
The earlier this is done the better it will 4
contrary, faculty manager of athbe 1-4 all concerned.
letics Theodore S. Curtis stated today that Coach "Foxy" Fred Brice
Saint John's Universalist Church
of football had not formally anORONO
11111.
nounced that he would retire from
Sunday, January 13
his position here at the end of the
At Saint John's Universalist Church
featuring
1935 season.
there will be morning worship at 10:30
with Rev. T. W. Horsfield preaching on
Emancipation. Miss Margaret Homer
LARGE CROWD ENJOYS
will be the soloist with Miss Belle Virgie
TRI-DELT STAG DANCE
at the organ. A cordial invitation to join
The Delta Delta Delta sorority spon- us is extended to the student body.
Thurs. & Fri., Jan. 10-11
sored the stag dance held at Alumni Hall
"KID MILLIONS"
Alfred Schriver, a sophomore at the
last Friday evening. This was the first
with
University, was elected president of the
Eddie Cantor and all star cast.
"get-together" since the Christmas holi- Young People's Religious Union of the
See the all-technicolor
days. A large crowd enjoyed dancing to Unitarian Church in Bangor recently- at
Ice-Cream Fantasy
the music of Willard Crane's orchestra a meeting of the Union. He is a member
of
Sigma
Alpha
Epsilon
fraternity.
Sat., Jahn. 12
until 12 o'clock. The chaperons were

You
Send them subscriptions to

Ilts fliatur Q:autputi
The largest circulation of any college weekly
in New England
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Leslie G. McGary,of Bangor, was killed
an automobile accident on Wednesday,
c'nary 2, in Hermon. He attended the
',iversity of Maine at one time, and beneed to the Scabbard and Blade Sociey.
Funeral services took place at the home
his father in Bangor on Saturday after041, January 5.

Max Turner '35 and Malcolm Tilton
attended the National Conclave of
Vpha Zeta at Chicago during the Christas holidays. They drove out in Mr. Professor and Mrs. James Waring, Inurner's automobile. Clarence Wads- structor and Mrs. James Moreland, and
.r.th '34, accompanied them to attend a Professor and Mrs. Walter Chadbourne.
ceting of bacteriologists at Chicago.
PLANS COMPLETED FOR
1935 SUMMER SCHOOL
Loui,e B. Theriault. of Caribou, beWile the bride of Robert Auld. of Mercer,
Dr. R. M. Peterson. professor of Italian
rinsylvania, on Christmas Eve in Conand Spanish in the College of Arts and
aut, Ohio.
Sciences, who spent most of his vacation
Mrs. Auld is a graduate of the Univerperiod in completing plans and arrangely ,if Maine and has taught French for
ments for the 1935 summer session of the
e last two years at the Caribou high
University, has announced that the faculty and courses of study are about comMiss Ruth Cope, matron of Baleutine pleted and that announcement in detail
all. returned to her home in Ohio for will be made at an early date. The date
of the summer session this year, according
holidays.
to Dr. Peterson, will be from July 1 to
Iklyte W. Morris, of the public speak- August 9. \
•
c department, spoke at the National
Deans of the four colleges of the Uni-rensic Conference in New Orleans durversity as well as the dean of the Univerthe Christmas holidays.
sity made a visit to Brewer High School
"wen Roche '35 visited in Quebec dur- this week. The deans spoke to the student
body gathered at an assembly and then
z the holidays.
Dorothy Frye '35 has been confincs1 to devoted their time to individual conferr home in Portland with a severe ill- ences with students interested in higher
education.
- for the past week.
Ti. meet the needs of students who find
Heistad '38 has returned to
r an absence due to an appal- it necessary to begin a new course the
second semester and wish further work
'
in foreign language, a class in Elementary
Oullock '34 visited the campus Spanish for beginners. meeting three
ral days last week.
times a week, will be started.
.
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that presents news by radio

Listen to the Maine Campus radio broadcast every Friday

Mon. & Tues.. Jan. 14-15
"COLLEGE RHYTHM"
that has everything
lere's a showy-u
like
Werl..Jan.
"LADY BY CHOICE"
with
ar It' Lombard, May Robson, and
Roger Pryor

All freshmen or sophomores interested
in working out for the business managership of the 1937 or 1938 Prism. should see
John Sealey '36 at III Hannibal Hamlin
Hall immediately.

Thurs. & Fri.. Jan. 17-18
"THE GAY DIVORCEE"
with
alger Rogers and Fred Astaire.
,ditstanding production

Dr. Purdy, of the Psychology department, has been confined to his home for
the past week with a bad cold.

•

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
2

the only college paper in the

"KENTUCKY KERNELS"
with
Wheeler & Voi,lscv.
nd a splendid assortment of short
-objects. Don't miss this show.

Professor Albert M. Turner, of the department of English in the College of j
Arts and Sciences, attended themeeting
of the Modern Language Association in
Philadelphia, where he presided as chairman of the group on general aesthetics
and poetic form. The general topic of
discussion this year was "The Function
of Poetry," and three talks were given
by different professors on this subject as
related to Schiller, Wordsworth, and
Vigny.

"o

r

pan); I.. G. Balfour, manufacturing jeweler; Dr. Joseph Colt Bloodgoutt, cancer
authority at lithos Hopkins University;
Hervey Allen, author.

DAYS ONLY—JAN. 11th & 12th

—so the
inquiring ieporter
was satisfied

SPECIAL SALE
BUY YOUR BANNERS NOW
A Liberal Discount on
FRATERNITY BANNERS AND PILLOWS

20% DISCOUNT ON ALL HEAVY WINTER JACKETS2 DAYS ONLY

Also
The Same Discounts Apply on
MAINE BANNERS AND PILLOWS

University Store Co.

1.00 off on all Dress Trousers
1.50 Shirts
1.95

"

at

1.15

If

1.65
at

1.25 Grade Fleece-lined Gloves
.65 Grade Neckwear
Flannel Pajamas 1.50 Grade

NEW — MANAGEMENT — NEW

ff.re Orono gas & 'Tire Shop
PAGE, Prop.
SOCONY GASOLINES
and
MOBILOIL MOTOR OILS
Your Patronage Appreciated

.95

at

.45

at

1.20

Flannel Pajamas 2.00 Grade

at

1.69

Women's Rubber Gaytees Overshoes Fleece-lined

at

1.15

Women's Gordon Hose 79r Grade-2 PAIRS FOR 1.39
10 TOPCOATS—M EN'S $22.50 GRADE at $16.75

A reporter for a metropolitan daily asked a number of persons on the street,"What is the biggest buy
for a nickel?" Two-thirds promptly replied,"A telephone call."
Americans throughout the country evidently agree
with this judgment of value received from the telephone. For each day they hold more than 57,000,000
conversations over Bell System wires.
Year after year Bell
System planning extends
-Why not telephone
the telephone's reach
horns one night"each
— increases its speed —
week? For bargain
rates, call by number
makes it more conveafter 83Q P. M.
nient, more valuable to
everybody.

Goldsmith's Toggery Shop
Orono

24 Hour Service

BELL TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

THE MAINE CAMPUS
'38—S. Poi

WINTER SPORTS MEN EXTENSIVE SCHEDULE
PLANNED FOR NETMEN
FACE BIG SCHEDULE
An intensive schedule is being undertaken by the Varsity and Junior
Varsity tennis squads next spring.
The schedules to date are as follows:

Lack of Snow Halts
. Practice Drills
Temporarily
Even though the old year is rapidly
sinking into that dim and hazy thing
called the past. one cannOt help but stop
for a brief moment before turning around
to face the new year to think about our
athletic successes of the old year. Relying on a rusty memory the successes
might be summarized as a successful
track campaign with emphasis upon the
relay quartet which defeated some of the
hest opposition in the country. Excellent
freshman track and baseball seasons, one
loss only being chalked up against the
pastimers. while the varsity was only
able to finish second in the state flag
chase. Vhen school reopened last fall
the football teams and cross country outfits began training grinds to capture state
titles, while the cross country team won
the New England crown and finished
second in the run for national honors.
When old Bruin conies up for a breath
of air on Groundhog Day he can retire
once again with a big grin and nestle
back to sleep with a look of smug contentment on his battered face.
• • * • • •
To the writer the best exhibition of
athletic prowess the past year on this
campus was the one hit affair which
"Muggsy Kelley" of Kents Hill pitched
against Bill Kenyon's frosh nine for the
yearling's only loss. Kelley pitched a
masterful game and w,iuld have had a no
hitter except for the fast that his centerfielder was sound asleep and all,
what should have been an easy putout to
go for a luime run. Incidentally, after
scluud closed the slim lefthander went
to Massachusetts and played in the Cape
Cod League, a league whose players are
chiefly college men. 'Muggs' hung up
the fine record of 7 will S and 1 loss before he split a finger in a game and was
forced to take a layoff.

VARSITY SCHEDULE
M ay 4 Colby
Waterville
Lewiston
May 8 Bates
Waterville
May 10 Colby
Lewiston
May 15 Bates
Brunswick
May 18 Bowdoin
May 21-22 State Meet Lewiston
( Pending) Tufts

The rapid melting of the snow called a
temporary halt to the training sessions of
the Winter Sports team for what shapes
up to be the best schedule of many years
if several of the impending negotiations

go through. Veterans from last year's
outfit include Samuel Favor, Carl Sawyer,
Robert Laverty, Donald Green, a veteran
from two years ago, and Philip Bower in
the skiing events, while Alton Prince.
Robert Ohler, Shirley Parsons, Glendon
Soule, and Darrell Badger will carry on
in the snowshoe dashes and long runs.
Negotiations are under way to arrange
meets with the University of New Hampshire and Amherst, the dates and scenes
of the meets hanging in the fire as yet. A
six man team, to be selected at a later
date, is to be entered in the annual Lake
Placid meet which takes place next month
at Lake Placid, N. Y. Bates will not support a snowbird outfit this winter, so the
annual clash between Maine and Bates
for the state title will not be held.
Don Green, stellar ski jumper, will turn
his attention to the new jump as soon as
the weather behaves again, as will Sam
Favor and Phil Bower. 1.averty. Bower,
Green, Sawyer, and Favor are all standbys in the down hill ski and long distance
skiing events.
Al Prince scored Maine's sole two points
in the Lake Placid meet a year ago and
has been a dependable performer in the
long distance snowshoe grinds for the past
two years. Bob Older, a letterman in
cross country this fall, also performed
creditably in the long grinds on snowshoes
last year and will add strength to this part
of the squad.
Shirley Parsons, Darrell Badger. and
Glen Soule return to the fold for another
year at the snowshoe dashes in which
Badger and Parsons were consistent point
winners last year. There are several
freshman performers reporting but their
Panhellenic Council Sponsors abilities are comparatively unknown at
Exhibition of Modern Painters present. This is one of the few University
(Continued from Page One)
supported teams which allows freshmen
to compete. Minor letters in the form of
after the Impressionist tendency toward a "w M s" are awarded to place winners.
light and obscured form.
The "Church." by Feininger, is composed of cubistic forms conceived from
the angles and lines of a church. The
repetition of lines and colors causes the
forms to dissolve into each other.
"Conquest of the Air" by Fresnage is
also cubistic, hut the figures are not
changed beyond recognition. Klee, the
painter of "Garden" is one of the founders
of Sur-Realism. which tries to express
in art the world 14 fantasy.
This exhibit of modern art was secured from the American Federation of
Art by the Pan-Hellenic Council with the
cisperation of Ikan Edith Wilson. The
conunittee includes Margaret Hall. Hope
Wing, Lucinda Ripley, Cynthia Wasgatt.
Ilope Whitman, Josephine Snare, and
Ruth Goodwin. The sororities on campus assisted financially and many of the
people attending the exhibit cimtributed.

JUNIOR VARSITY
SCHEDULE
Fort Fairfield High School
Ilebron Academy
Bangor High School
Brewer High School
Old Town High School (Pending)
(All dates pending)

Faculty in Arts College Is Active
During Christmas Recess Period

FROSH HOOP SCHEDULE
TEAM A
Place
Opponent
Data
Orono
Jan. 12 Higgins
Orono
Jan. 16 Coburn
Orono
Jan. 19 Kents Hill
Orono
Feb. 5 Hebron
Feb. 6 Gilman H.S. Orono
Orono
Feb. 9 Rumford
Orono
Feb. 13 Winslow
Feb. 18 Stearns Millinocket
Feb. 19 Presque Isle
Presque Isle
Caribou
Feb. 20 Caribou
Feb. 21 Ft. Fairfield
Ft. Fairfield
Feb. 22 A. C. I. Mars Hill
TEAM B
Jan. 4 Old Town Old Town
Jan. 12 Brownville Jct.
Brownville
Milo
Jan. 13 Milo
Orono
Feb. 9 Monson
Feb. 16 Mattanawcook
Orono
Feb. 20 Machias (Pending)
Machias
Feb. 21 Eastport (Pending)
Eastport
Feb. 22 Calais (Pending)
Calais

FROSH HOOPSTERS DROP
OLD TOWN TILT FRIDAY

CHURCH NOTICE
Track Mi
Methodist Episcopal Church and
Wesley Foundation
Sunda). January 13
.Morning Worship at 10:30 ‘.1 •nun by Rev. Herman Berle.
THE EVENING PIKX:RAM
7 o'clock—Assembly and half
worship, followed by: The High s:
League; The Adult Foruni_."Tt
i
day Sc-hool. Asset or Liability
Loring and I.. S. Hatch.
The Wesley Foundation Studelit
—"The Place of Emotion in Ri.:;;
Dr. Charles M. Sharpe.

The freshman basketeers went into a
week of intensive work following the
drubbing whiub they received at. the
hands of Old Town High School last
Friday night. Handicapped by the limited time for practice before the season
opened Bill Kenyon was unable to become acquainted with the abilities of the
men on his squad to say nothing of being able to floor a team equipped with
plays. A doubleheader is scheduled for
Saturday night in the Memorial GymnaNOTICE
sium.
A lady's gold Waltham watch ma.
Team A will engage Higgins Classical
while Team B will try conclusions with after the stag dance Friday Mgt...
John Bapst High of Bangor. The first owner may obtain the watch by id,-; game is scheduled to get under way at it at the office of the Registrar.
7:30 p.m.
A total of 80 men have reported t
Coach Kenyon and it will not be up!
When you think of
the Aroostook trip that the squad will I :
FLOWERS
divided into two groups officially. As :
Think of
years past, the squad will not be cu.
Daniel Barrett, former coach at Cala:
Academy and now a senior at the Uil
15 Central St.
Balt versity, will aid Kenyon and will lo, I.
B.
after team

Brockway's

(Continued from Page One)
December 6 he was asked to give an additional talk in place of the usual annual
Christmas party.
The subjects and dates of his talks
were: Oct. 4, "The Roosevelt Administration in Cartoons"; Oct. 18, "Some
Defects of the New Deal"; Nov. 1, "Some
Merits of the New Deal"; Nov. 15,
"American Foreign Policy Since 1920":
Dec. 6, "The Future of Democracy";
Dec. 20, "Past. Present, and Future of
the Presidency."

Seven of the Senior foresters at Princeton celebrated Christmas day at the home
of Dr. and Mrs. Willard Bunker in Calais. Madelene Bunker '34 and Katherine
Bunker '37 entertained them at dinner.
Among those

ry

29e

LB.

Call us for delivery

were: Sammy

Reese. Clayton Totman, "Hockey" Fields.
Bob Bucknam, George Aurelio, "Gramp"
Goddard, and Stu Sabin.

cCe Rendezvous

Professor and Mrs. Mark Bailey passed
the vacation in New York and Boston.

SPECIAL
jail. 14th to 19th inclusive
Shampoo and Finger Wave
with
Coty Individual Lotion
r theI

present

PEANUT COQUETTES

CHOCOLATE COVERED MARSHMALLOWS

Saturda
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Twenty Faculty
Entertained
Last I

and Mrs. John iluddilston spent a
few days before Christmas visiting their
son, Homer, in Hartford. Connecticut.
They also were in New York City and visited there during the vacation.
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Get your SHELL GAS
at

Kelley Road Station
i.pp' site the
. ,untry Club

Winter oils, and non-rusting
alcohol at regular prices
Bill Mil.auglilln '32. prop.

A (ALENI)\R OF
MEMORY FOR 1935

Just what vi'u want ti, help
you remember those dates.

gy </nee,sar/q.. THEY'RE MILDER
/
kyrlkyle say.. THEY TASTE BETTER
Hardware & Variety
31-37 11111 St., Orono
C1931. tic.cart a Wass TOILACCO CO.
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